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Abstract
We present the Sequential Ensemble Transform (SET) method, a new approach for generating approximate
samples from a Bayesian posterior distribution. e method explores the posterior by solving a sequence of discrete
linear optimal transport problems to produce a series of transport plans which map prior samples to posterior
samples. We show that the sequence of Dirac mixture distributions produced by the SET method converges weakly
to the true posterior as the sample size approaches innity. Our numerical results indicate that, as opposed to more
standard Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods used for inference in Bayesian inverse problems, the SET approach
is more robust to the choice of Markov mutation kernel steps.
Keywords: Optimal transport, Bayesian inverse problems, Particle methods.
1 Introduction
Inverse problems enable integration of observational and experimental data, simulations and/or mathematical mod-
els to make scientic predictions. We focus on inverse problems in which the goal is to determine a parameter of
interest from indirect and imprecise observations. e relationship between the parameter and the noise-free ob-
servations, the forward map, is oen provided through the solution of a complex mathematical model—the forward
problem.
e Bayesian approach formulates the inverse problem as a statistical inference problem [MT95, Stu10, KS06].
Given noisy observational data, the governing forward problem, and a prior probability distribution, the solution
of the Bayesian inverse problem is the posterior probability distribution over the parameters. e prior distribution
encodes knowledge or assumptions about the parameter space before data are observed. e posterior distribution
incorporates both the prior knowledge and the observations. Non-linearity of the forward map leads to posterior dis-
tributions that are typically not Gaussian, even in situations when both the prior and observational noise probability
distributions are Gaussian.
Exploring a high dimensional non-Gaussian posterior is computationally challenging. Indeed, evaluating the
posterior density typically requires evaluating the forward map which, for problems governed by partial dierential
equations (PDEs), dominates the computational cost. Standard numerical quadrature methods routinely used for
estimating statistical quantities of interest (e.g. statistical moments, probability of rare event, etc.) are infeasible in
these high-dimensional seings.
e Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm [Has70, MRR+53] is a popular approach for exploring the
posterior distribution in Bayesian inverse problems. Estimates obtained from standard MCMC methods oen re-
quire a large number of samples to be meaningful, especially in high dimensional seings. In Bayesian inverse
problems, generating each MCMC sample requires an evaluation of the posterior density, which relies on evaluating
the computationally expensive forward map.
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods are computational techniques widely used in engineering, statistics, and
many other elds [GSS93, DDFG01, Del04, DJ09, DMDJ06] to approximate a sequence of probability distributions,
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usually of increasing complexity or dimension. A standard approach in Bayesian inverse problems consists of intro-
ducing a sequence of distributions that interpolates between a distribution that is easy to sample from (e.g. the prior
distribution, or a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution) and the posterior distribution. rough a
combination of importance sampling, Markovian mutations and resampling procedures, the SMC method iteratively
constructs a sequence of particle approximations of this sequence of distributions. Under very mild assumptions,
SMC methods are consistent in the limit when the number N of particles goes to innity and converge at Monte-
Carlo rate O(N−1/2). Furthermore, methods are available for implementing this class of algorithms on parallel
architectures [WLH+16, VDDMM15, LW16, ST19].
In this article, inspired by recent developments in the data-assimilation literature [Rei13, CR13], we exploit al-
gorithms based on the concept of optimal transport [Mon81, Vil08, Vil03, PC+19]. Our approach, the Sequential
Ensemble Transform (SET) method, combines the SMC framework with the use of optimal transport to eciently
build particle approximations of the posterior distribution in high-dimensional Bayesian inverse problems (see gure
1). We refer the readers to [MM12, HDP15, PM14, SBM18] for other Monte-Carlo methods based on transportation
concepts. Unlike SMC methods, the SET approach, similar to the algorithm of [Rei13], uses an optimal transport
scheme instead of the usual resampling procedure. e main advantage of the proposed method is its robustness with
respect to the choice of mutation kernel steps. Indeed, without mutation kernel, the SMC method is a variant of the
standard importance sampling procedure, which is known to behave poorly in high-dimensional seings [BBL+08].
Consequently, good mutation kernels are oen crucial to the successful implementation of SMC methods in Bayesian
inverse problems [BCJ14]. Unfortunately, it is notoriously dicult to design Markov kernels with good mixing prop-
erties in high-dimensional seings that are common in Bayesian inverse problems [BTGMS13b, BJMS15, KBJ14].
Adaptive SMC procedures [Cho02, DMDJ12, JSDT11, BJKT15] can help mitigate this issue by automatically tuning
the mutation kernels and the interpolating sequence of distributions. Our numerical studies presented in Section 6
show that the SET approach performs favorably, even in the extreme case when no mutation kernel is employed,
when compared to more standard SMC methods. Furthermore, although approximate methods [GCPB16, Cut13] are
available for eciently solving discrete optimal transport problems, we have found that in most realistic Bayesian
inverse problems and for a typical number of particles N . 104, the computational cost of (exactly) solving the
discrete optimal transport problems is negligible when compared to the computational burden associated with the
forward-solves necessary to implement the SET/SMC algorithms. Finally, it should be mentioned that in situations
when the design of Markov kernels with good mixing properties is not an issue, our proposed method typically does
not bring signicant computational savings over standard SMC or MCMC methods. at is for example the case
when the dimension of the posterior distribution is low.
πτ0
(prior)
πτ1
(intermediate)
πτK
(posterior)
Figure 1: A representation of the SET method using optimal transport to move particles in parameter space as to
represent the posterior
e article is structured as follows. In Section 2, PDE-constrained Bayesian inverse problems are briey intro-
duced. An overview of particle methods and importance sampling is presented in Section 3. Section 5 introduces the
concept of optimal transport and describes the SET method, as well as its asymptotic properties. Finally, Section 6
presents various numerical results including a Gaussian case and an inverse problem with non-linear forward maps.
Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
2
Notations and conventions
Unless stated otherwise, all the state spaces are endowed with a metric and the associated Borel σ-algebra. For a
probability distribution µ on the state space X and a µ-integrable test function ϕ : X → R, we make use of the no-
tation µ(ϕ) =
∫
ϕ(u)µ(du). Similarly, for a Markov kernel M(u, dv), we have that (Mϕ)(u) ≡ ∫ ϕ(v)M(u, dv).
e Markov kernel M has the Feller property if Mϕ is continuous when ϕ is continuous and bounded. A sequence
of probability distributions {µN}N≥1 on X converges weakly towards the distribution µ, denoted as µN w−→ µ, if
for any bounded and continuous test function ϕ : X → R we have that µN (ϕ) → µ(ϕ) as N → ∞. Similarly, a
sequence of random probability distribution µNω almost surely converges weakly towards µ if, for P-almost every ω,
we have that µNω
w−→ µ. e set of probability distributions on a state space X is denoted as P(X ). For a set S, the
notation 1S refers to the indicator function of S, i.e., the function that equals one for x ∈ S and zero otherwise. For
u ∈ X , the Dirac probability distribution δ(u) is the distribution that puts all its probability mass at u.
2 Problem Statement
Although the methods described in this article are general, for illustration purposes, we focus on the following
prototype inverse problem. For an open and bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd, with d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, consider the elliptic PDE
−∇ · (eu∇w) = 0 in Ω ⊂ Rd,
−eu∇w · n = Bi · w on ∂Ω \ ΓR,
−eu∇w · n = −1 on ΓR,
(1)
where w is the state variable (e.g. temperature eld), u the parameter of interest (e.g. logarithm of the thermal
conductivity) on Ω, n the unit outward normal on ∂Ω, and Bi a constant (e.g. the Biot number).
e forward problem consists of computing the eld w given a description of the parameter eld u. e inverse
problem is the task of reconstructing the eld u, and the associated statistical uncertainties, given some (possibly
non-linear) noisy and incomplete observations of the eld w. A standard setup is when the temperature eld w is
only discretely observed at a nite set of locations inside the domain Ω. For simplicity, assume the following additive
noise-corrupted point-wise observation model,
dj ≡ w (xj) + ηj , j = 1, . . . , D (2)
where {xj}Dj=1 denotes the set of points at which the eld w is observed, ηj the additive noise, and dj the actual
noisy observations. Concatenating all the observations, Equation (2) can be succinctly expressed as
d ≡ G (u) + η. (3)
e quantity G ≡ [w (x1) , . . . , w (xD)]T denotes the mapping from the parameters to observables and the random
variable η is assumed to be a Gaussian with mean zero and bounded covariance matrix L, i.e. η ∼ N (0,L). e
vector d = [d1, . . . , dD]T summarizes the observed data. To keep the exposition as simple as possible, although the
SET methodology straightforwardly extends to much more general seings, we postulate a Gaussian prior measure
on the parameter u,
µprior = N (u0, C) ,
with mean u0 and covariance operator,
C ≡ (δI − γ∆)−s ≡ A−s (4)
where regularization parameters δ > 0 and γ > 0 control the variance and correlation length of the covariance
operator, respectively. e operator A is well-dened on its domain
D (A) ≡
{
u ∈ H2 (Ω) : ∂u
∂n
= 0 on ∂Ω
}
,
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where H2 (Ω) is the usual Sobolev space. If u0 lives in the Cameron-Martin space of C and s > 1, the prior dis-
tribution µprior is well-dened and realizations from it are almost surely in the Ho¨lder space X ≡ C0,β (Ω) with
0 < β < s/2 [Stu10]. Additional motivation for the selection of this prior can be found in [Stu10, BTGMS13a].
With these modeling assumptions, the Bayesian posterior measure µpost is well-dened and given by the change of
measure formula
dµpost
dµprior
(u) ∝ exp
{
−1
2
|d− G (u)|2L
}
. (5)
Here, |·|L ≡
∣∣∣L− 12 ·∣∣∣ denotes the L− 12 -weighted Euclidean norm.
3 Particle Methods
Particle methods approximate probability distributions with weighted mixtures of Diracs. To construct a particle ap-
proximations of the posterior distribution, the SMC and SET approaches proceed by introducing a sequence {µk}Kk=0
of distributions that interpolates between a distribution that is easy to sample from, i.e. µ0, and the posterior distribu-
tion µK . A standard choice for µ0 is the prior distribution, or a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution
obtained through ecient deterministic methods. For any index 1 ≤ k ≤ K , set
dµk
dµk−1
(u) =
1
Zk
Ψk(u), (6)
for a µk−1-integrable potential function Ψk : X → (0,∞) and (typically unknown) normalization constant Zk > 0.
e SMC algorithm recursively constructs particle approximations
µNk =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi,k) ≈ µk,
where N ≥ 1 denotes the number of particles, by iterating re-weighting, resampling, and mutation operations.
3.1 Re-weighting
Consider two probability distributions µ and ν dened on the same state spaceX and related by a change of measure
(Radon-Nikodym derivative),
dν
dµ
(u) =
1
Z
Ψ(u) (7)
for a µ-integrable potential function Ψ : X → (0,∞) and a possibly unknown normalization constant Z > 0.
Suppose that, for any integer N ≥ 1, it is possible to generate a set of N particles {uNi }Ni=1 ⊂ X such that the
sequence of equally weighted particle approximations,
µN ≡ 1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi ),
converges weakly towards µ as N → ∞. Under mild assumptions, the sequence of self-normalized importance
sampling weighted particle approximations νN dened as
νN ≡
N∑
i=1
wNi δ(u
N
i ) (8)
for normalized weights
wNi ≡
Ψ(uNi )
[Ψ(uN1 ) + . . .+ Ψ(u
N
N )]
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converges weakly to ν. For concreteness, dene the mapping from µN to νN as νN = BΨ(µN ) where BΨ is the
so-called Bayes operator that transforms a probability distribution µ into the probability distribution BΨ(µ) that
satises BΨ(µ)(ϕ) = µ(Ψϕ)/µ(Ψ) for any test function ϕ. e following proposition shows that, under a mild
uniform integrability condition, the convergenceBΨ(µN )
w−→ BΨ(µ) is guaranteed.
Proposition 3.1. Consider a probability distribution µ and a continuous and positive µ-integrable function Ψ. Assume
that there exists a continuous µ-integrable function V : X → [1,∞) such that
lim
t→∞ lim supN→∞
µN (V × 1V >t) = 0, (9)
and Ψ(u) ≤ V (u) for µ-almost every u ∈ X . We have that:
1. for any (potentially unbounded) continuous test function ϕ such that |ϕ| ≤ V ,
lim
N→∞
µN (ϕ) = µ(ϕ).
2. the sequenceBΨ(µN ) converges weakly towardsBΨ(µ).
Proof. e second assertion is a direct consequence of the rst one since
BΨ(µ
N )(ϕ) =
µN (Ψϕ)
µN (Ψ)
and BΨ(µ)(ϕ) =
µ(Ψϕ)
µ(Ψ)
,
and µN (Ψ) → µ(Ψ) as well as µN (Ψϕ) → µ(Ψϕ) for any bounded and continuous test function ϕ. Let us
now prove the rst assertion. Since X is a metric space and V is continuous, for any threshold t ≥ 0 there exists
(Urysohn’s lemma) a separating continuous function ρt : X → [0, 1] (Urysohn’s function) such that ρt equals one
on the set {u ∈ X : V (u) ≤ t − 1} and zero on the set {u ∈ X : V (u) ≥ t}. Since V is µ-integrable and |ϕ| ≤ V
µ-almost everywhere, then for any  > 0 there exists T ≥ 0 such that |µ(ϕ) − µ(ϕρt)| <  for any t ≥ T.
Furthermore, since the function ϕρt is bounded and continuous and µN
w−→ µ we have that µN (ϕρt)→ µ(ϕρt). It
follows that for any t > T
lim sup
N→∞
|µN (ϕ)− µ(ϕ)| ≤ lim sup
N→∞
|µN (ϕρt)− µ(ϕ)|+ lim sup
N→∞
|µN (ϕ (1− ρt))|
≤ lim sup
N→∞
|µN (ϕρt)− µ(ϕ)|+ lim sup
N→∞
µN (V × 1V >t−1)
≤ + lim sup
N→∞
µN (V × 1V >t−1).
Equation (9) gives the conclusion.
Note that if the potential Ψ is bounded, Proposition 3.1 always applies. In the standard Monte-Carlo seing where
uNi = ui for i.i.d samples {ui}i≥0 from the distribution µ, more precise estimates are available. e distributions
µN and νN are random and one can readily check that∣∣∣∣∣∣µN − µ∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1√
N
, (10)
where we have used the norm ∣∣∣∣∣∣µN − µ∣∣∣∣∣∣2 ≡ sup
‖ϕ‖∞<1
E
[(
µN (ϕ)− µ(ϕ))2] (11)
to measure the discrepancy between two random measures. Furthermore, [APSAS15, eorem 2.1] states that
∣∣∣∣∣∣µN − µ∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2√
N
µ
(
Ψ2
) 1
2
µ(Ψ)
.
e sequence of approximations µN converges at Monte-Carlo rate towards µ.
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3.2 Re-sampling schemes
In standard SMC methods, as well as the SET method described in this article, one needs to transform a weighted
particle approximation of a distribution µ into an equally weighted particle approximation of the same distribu-
tion. e multinomial resampling scheme approximates µN =
∑N
i=1 w
N
i δ(u
N
i ) by the equally weighted particle
approximation
µNIS ≡
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi,IS)
where {uNi,IS}Ni=1 are i.i.d. samples from µN . Equation (11) shows that
∣∣∣∣∣∣µNIS − µN ∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1/√N . ere are more
sophisticated approaches, such as the stratied [HSG06] and systematic [DC05] resampling methods, to generate
equally weighted particle approximations. We refer the reader to [GCW17] for a recent study of theoretical prop-
erties of these typically more statistically ecient resampling schemes. Unless otherwise stated, all the numerical
simulations presented in this article use the stratied resampling scheme.
For concreteness, we denote by R the resampling operator that maps a weighted particle approximation to an
equally weighted one. Note that for a given weighted particle approximation µN , the quantityR(µN ) is in general
a random probability distribution. e resampling scheme R is called consistent if it maps µN , a possibly random
sequence of distributions that almost surely converges weakly towards µ, into another sequenceR(µN ) that almost
surely converges weakly towards µ. It has long been known [CD02] that the multinomial resampling scheme is
consistent in nite dimensional Euclidean spaces. As investigated in [HSG06], the situation is much more delicate
for the stratied and systematic resampling methods.
3.3 Mutation
Consider a sequence {µk}Kk=0 of distributions interpolating between a tractable distribution µ0 and the posterior
distribution µK such that for any index 1 ≤ k ≤ K
dµk
dµk−1
(u) =
1
Zk
Ψk(u)
for a µk−1-integrable potential function Ψk : X → (0,∞). For technical reasons, we also assume that Ψk is
continuous. Given a particle approximation
µN0 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi,0)
of the initial distributionµ0, it is straightforward to build a particle approximation of the posterior distribution. Under
mild assumptions, the sequence of equally weighted distributions µNk = (1/N)
∑N
i=1 δ(u
N
k,i) recursively dened as
µNk = R ◦ BΨk(µNk−1) converges in an appropriate sense towards µk as N → ∞. For example, Proposition 3.1
shows that, if the potential Ψk are bounded and the re-sampling schemeR is consistent, as soon as µN0 almost surely
converges weakly towards µ0 the sequence µNk also almost surely converges weakly towards µk as N →∞.
In most realistic scenarios, though, the distribution µNk = BΨ1Ψ2...Ψk(µN0 ), as an approximation to µk , is
worse than the direct importance sampling estimate from µ0 to µk . e main reason for the ineciency of re-
cursive importance sampling is that the particles {uNk,i}Ni=1 form a subset of {uN0,i}Ni=1. Consequently, if the initial
set of particles {u0,i}Ni=1 are located in regions of the parameter space where the distribution µk does not have
much probability mass, the approximation µNk to µk can be very poor. For importance sampling to work well in
high-dimensional situations, the proposal distribution needs to be chosen very judiciously, and adaptive impor-
tance sampling (AIS) [OB92, CMMR12, CDG+08, FT19] can partially remedy this issue. A standard approach to
mitigate this issue is to introduce mutation steps, which we now describe. For each distribution µk in the interpo-
lating sequence of distributions, consider a (mutation) Feller Markov kernel Mk(u, du) that leaves the distribution
µk invariant. Consider the operator Mk that transforms a particle approximation µNk = (1/N)
∑N
i=1 δ(u
N
k,i) into
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Mk(µNk ) = (1/N)
∑N
i=1 δ(v
N
k,i) where, conditionally upon {uNk,i}Ni=1, the samples {vNk,i}Ni=1 are independent re-
alizations of Mk(uNk,i, du). e following lemma shows that, as soon as the sequence µNk almost surely converges
weakly to µk , the sequenceMk(µNk ) also almost surely converges weakly to µk .
Lemma 3.2. Let µ be a probability distribution on a locally compact and σ-compact metric spaceX . ConsiderM(u, du)
a µ-invariant Feller Markov kernel. For each N ≥ 1, let {uNi }Ni=1 ⊂ X be such that
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi )
w−→ µ ∈ P(Rd).
For independent random variables V Ni ∼M(uNi , du), we have that, almost surely,
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(V Ni )
w−→ µ.
Proof. SinceX is a locally compact andσ-compact metric space, there exists a countable and dense (for the supremum
norm) subsetH of the set of continuous functions with compact support inX . One needs to prove that for anyϕ ∈ H
we have that lim
N→∞
(1/N)
∑N
i=1 ϕ(v
N
i ) = µ(ϕ) almost surely. Since the function Mϕ is continuous and bounded,
lim
N→∞
E
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
ϕ(vNi )
]
= lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
i=1
(Mϕ)(uNi ) = µ(Mϕ) = µ(ϕ).
Since ϕ is bounded, the moment of order four of the ergodic sum 1N
∑N
i=1[ϕ(v
N
i )− (Mϕ)(uNi )] is upper bounded
by a constant multiple of N−2. e Borel-Cantelli lemma gives the conclusion.
Leveraging these Markov mutation kernels, we now dene the sequence of equally weighted particle approxi-
mations {µNk }Kk=0 recursively as
µNk =Mk ◦R ◦BΨk(µNk−1). (12)
e Markov mutations ensure that, in general, the equally weighted particle approximationµNk = (1/N)
∑N
i=1 δ(u
N
i,k)
is such that the particles {uNi,k} do not form a subset of {uNi,0}. e particle algorithm resulting from (12) is a special
case of Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers [DMDJ06]. Note that, in Bayesian inverse problems, simulating from
the Markovian kernel Mk typically requires evaluating the computationally expensive forward map. Moreover, as
explained in the introduction, whilst well-designed Markovian kernels can greatly enhance the statistical eciency
of the resulting algorithm, it is notoriously dicult to design well-mixing mutation kernels in high-dimensional
seings.
4 Adaptive procedure
In complex scenarios such as Bayesian inverse problems, it is a nontrivial task to specify a sequence of distributions
(6) that interpolates between a distribution, which is easy to sample from, and the posterior distribution. Similarly,
choosing a-priori a sequence of Markov mutation kernels is typically not feasible. Instead, we consider an adaptive
annealing scheme [DBR00, MDMM10, JSDT11, ZJA16, NSPD16, SC13, KBJ14]. e reader is referred to [BJKT15,
GDM+17] for theoretical analysis of adaptive annealing methods. Recall denition (5) of the posterior distribution.
Aer a nite element discretization, all the quantities of interest are nite dimensional and the distributions can be
described by their densities with respect to the Lebesgue measure in Rm. For notational convenience, we identify
distributions with their densities, and assume that the posterior distribution µpost is absolutely continuous with
respect to µ0, i.e. dµpost/dµ0(u) ∝ exp[V (u)] for some potential function V : Rm → R. Consider the sequence
{µk}Kk=0 dened as
dµk
dµ0
(u) ∝ exp {τk V (u)}
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for an (inverse) temperature parameter τk that interpolates between τ0 = 0 and τK = 1. For the case where
µ0 = µprior, the potential V is the log-likelihood. In practice, it is not trivial to choose the number of temperaturesK
(i.e. the number of interpolating densities) and the corresponding temperature values. e adaptive scheme proceeds
as follows. Assume that the particle approximation
µNk =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uNi,k)
to the density µk has already been constructed. For a predetermined threshold 0 < ξ < 1, the next temperature
τk+1 is dened as the smallest temperature τ > τk such that ESSk(τ) ≤ ξ . Here, e Eective Sample Size (ESS)
functional is dened as
ESSk(τ) ≡ 1
N
(∑N
i=1 exp
[
(τ − τk)V (uNi,k)
])2
∑N
i=1 exp
[
(τ − τk)V (uNi,k)
]2 ∈ [0, 1]. (13)
Clearly, ESSk(τk) = 1. Lemma 3.1 of [BJKT15] states that the function τ 7→ ESSk(τ) is decreasing for τ ∈ (τk,∞)
so that τk+1 can very eciently be found by a bisection method. Finding τk+1 typically does not require evaluating
the forward map since, in standard implementations of the SMC or SET methods, the quantities V (uNi,k) would have
already been computed at previous steps. Starting from τ0 = 0 and seing
τk+1 = inf {τ > τk : ESSk(τ) ≤ ξ},
the procedure stops as soon as τk is greater or equal to one. One thus sets K = inf {k ≥ 1 : τk ≥ 1} and denes
τK = 1. Note that taking ξ close to one leads to a slow annealing, which may be computationally wasteful. On the
other hand, taking ξ close to zero can lead to an annealing scheme that is too rapid, ultimately leading to a poor
particle approximation of the posterior distribution. We choose ξ = 1/2 in the numerical experiments of Section 6.
Choosing a-priori a sequence of Markov mutation kernels is, in most realistic scenarios, not feasible. A standard
approach consists in exploiting the population {uNi,k}Ni=1 of particles at temperature τk to estimate summary statistics
of the distribution µk . ese summary statistics estimates (e.g. mean and covariance matrix) can then be leveraged
to design a Markov kernel Mk with reasonable mixing properties. For instance, one can estimate the mean and
covariance matrix of µk in order to design a (variation of the) random-walk Metropolis-Hastings Markov kernel that
is reversible with respect to µk .
5 Optimal Transport
For technical simplicity, we assume in this section that the state spaceX is a nite dimensional Euclidean space with
norm denoted by ‖ · ‖. For two distributionsµ and ν related by a change of probability dν/dµ(u) ∝ Ψ(u), the Monge-
Kantorovich optimal transport approach provides an alternate methodology for building a particle approximation
of a distribution ν out of a particle approximation of µ. To the best of our knowledge, the idea was rst proposed in
[Rei13], and further developed in [GCR16, CRR16, GT19], in the context of data-assimilation of dynamical systems.
For two probability distributions µ and ν, let P(µ, ν) be the set of probability couplings between µ and ν, i.e. the
convex set of probability distributions on X ×X that admit µ and ν as marginals. For a cost function c : X ×X →
[0,∞), the optimal transportation problem seeks to minimize the transport cost Eγ [c(uˆ, vˆ)], for (uˆ, vˆ) ∼ γ, over the
set of all possible couplings γ ∈ P(µ, ν),
γOT = argmin
{
γ 7→ Eγ [c(uˆ, vˆ)] with γ ∈ P(µ, ν)
}
. (14)
On an Euclidean space, a standard choice is the quadratic cost function c(u, v) = ‖u − v‖2. For cost functions of
the type c(u, v) = h(v− u) for a strictly convex function h, Brenier’s theorem [Bre91] states that, if µ is compactly
supported and has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, there exists a deterministic map T : X →
8
X , uniquely dened on the support of µ, such that the optimal coupling γOT is obtained by pushing-forward the
distribution µ through the deterministic function (Id,T) : X 7→ X ×X . at is, for a test function ϕ : X ×X → R,
the quantity γOT(ϕ) can also be expressed as Eµ[ϕ(uˆ,T(uˆ))] for uˆ ∼ µ. For more general cost functions, the
situation is more delicate [EG99, TW01, CFM02, Amb03].
5.1 Approximation of the Bayes operator
Consider a weighted particle approximation µN =
∑N
i=1 αi δ(u
N
i ) of the distribution µ and, for a potential function
Ψ : X → (0;∞), the probability distribution
BΨ(µ
N ) ≡
N∑
i=1
βi δ(u
N
i ) ≡ νN , (15)
with βi = αi Ψ(uNi )/[α1 Ψ(uN1 )+ . . .+αN Ψ(uNN )]. e optimal coupling γOT,N between µN and νN is supported
on the nite set {(uNi , uNj )}1≤i,j≤N and can thus be expressed as
γOT,N =
N∑
i,j=1
COT,Nij δ(u
N
i )⊗ δ(uNj ).
Here, the coupling matrix COT,N ∈ RN,N+ minimizes the matrix functional
C 7→
N∑
i,j=1
Ci,j × c(uNi , uNj )
over the convex set P(α, β) of matrices with marginals α and β, i.e. the set of matrices C ∈ RN,N+ such that∑
j Ci0,j = αi0 and
∑
i Ci,j0 = βj0 for all 1 ≤ i0, j0 ≤ N . Assume that the optimal coupling γOT ∈ P(µ, ν)
is described by a deterministic map T : X → X and consider a test function ϕ : X → R. Since µN is a particle
approximation to µ, the quantity µN (ϕ ◦T) is expected to be an approximation of µ(ϕ ◦T) = ν(ϕ). Consequently,
it is reasonable to expect
N∑
i=1
αi δ(T(ui))
to be a particle approximation of ν. Although the optimal transformation T is generally computationally intractable,
one can resort to an approximation scheme. Note that the quantity T(ui) can be expressed as a conditional expec-
tation
T(uNi ) = E[vˆ | uˆ = uNi ] for (uˆ, vˆ) ∼ γOT,
since the pair (uˆ, vˆ) has the same distribution as (uˆ,T(uˆ)) for uˆ ∼ µ. is motivates the approximation
T(uNi ) ≈ E
[
vˆN | uˆN = uNi
]
=
∑N
j=1 C
OT,N
ij u
N
j∑N
j=1 C
OT,N
ij
(16)
with (uˆN , vˆN ) ∼ γOT,N . Note that the denominator in the right-hand side of (16) satises αi =
∑N
j=1 C
OT,N
ij . e
newly created particles {uOT,Ni }Ni=1, dened as,
uOT,Ni ≡
1
αi
N∑
j=1
COT,Nij u
N
j .
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are convex combinations of the original particles {uN1 , . . . , uNN} and thus all lie in the convex hull of the set of
original particles. For concreteness and in accordance with the previous sections, we denote byTΨ the operator that
realizes the mapping
TΨ
(
N∑
i=1
αi δ(u
N
i )
)
≡
N∑
i=1
αi δ(u
OT,N
i ) =
N∑
i=1
αi δ
 1
αi
N∑
j=1
COT,Nij u
N
j
. (17)
Similar to the operatorR ◦BΨ, the operator TΨ maps an equally weighted particle approximation of a probability
distribution µ into an equally weighted particle approximation ofBΨ(µ). However, unlikeR ◦BΨ, the support of
the particle approximation µN and TΨ(µN ) are typically disjoint.
5.2 Consistency
Consider a potential function Ψ : X → (0,∞) and two distributions µ and ν = BΨ(µ). In this section, we
generalize and extend eorem 1 of [Rei13] to prove that, under mild assumptions, the optimal transport operator
TΨ transforms a sequence µN
w−→ µ into a sequence TΨ(µN ) that converges weakly toBΨ(µ).
Assumption 5.1 (Unique Deterministic Coupling). e optimal transport problem between µ and BΨ(µ) with cost
function c admits a unique solution γ that can be realized by a deterministic transport map T : X → X .
e problem of existence and uniqueness of the solution to an optimal transport problem is well-studied. Under
mild assumptions (see McCann’s main theorem [Mcc95]), the set of couplings between µ and ν is weakly compact
and the functional µ 7→ Eµ[c(u, v)] is continuous in the appropriate topologies, ensuring the existence of an optimal
coupling. e uniqueness and regularity properties of the optimal transport map are more delicate to establish and
we refer to [Cav15] for recent developments. To proceed to the main result of this section we further assume the
following.
Assumption 5.2 (Regularity of the Transport Map). Let Assumption 5.1 hold for a deterministic map T : X → X .
For any bounded and Lipschitz function ϕ : X → R and sequence µN that converges weakly to µ, we have that
µN (ϕ ◦T)→ µ(ϕ ◦T).
e continuous mapping theorem [MW43] shows that Assumption 5.2 is satised provided that the set of discon-
tinuities of T has zero measure under µ. In particular, Assumption 5.2 holds in the case when the optimal map T is
continuous. eorem 5.3 below shows that, under mild growth and regularity assumptions on the optimal transport
map T : X → X , the optimal transport scheme TΨ is consistent as the number of particles N ≥ 1 approaches∞.
eorem 5.3. Consider a potential function Ψ : X → (0;∞) and two probability distributions µ and ν = BΨ(µ)
on the state space X . Assume that Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 are satised for a deterministic optimal map T : X → X .
Consider further a sequence of weighted particle approximations
µN =
N∑
i=1
αNi δ(u
N
i )
that converges weakly to µ, and such thatBΨ(µN ) converges weakly toBΨ(µ). If the growth assumption
lim sup
N→∞
µN (u 7→ |T(u)|p) +BΨ(µN )(u 7→ |u|p) <∞, (18)
is satised for some exponent p > 1, we have that
TΨ(µ
N )
w−→ BΨ(µ) ≡ ν. (19)
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Proof. Let γOT,N =
∑
i,j C
N
i,j δ(u
N
i ) ⊗ δ(uNj ) be the optimal coupling between µN andBΨ(µN ). By assumption,
µN
w−→ µ and νN ≡ BΨ(µN ) w−→ BΨ(µ) ≡ ν and there is a unique optimal coupling γOT between µ and ν. By
compactness (see, e.g. [Vil08, Corollary 5.20]), we have that γOT,N w−→ γ as N →∞.
To show the weak convergence ofTΨ(µN ) towards ν, it suces to prove that for any Lipschitz and bounded test
function ϕ we have that TΨ(µN )→ ν(ϕ). Assumption 5.2 implies µN (ϕ ◦T)→ µ(ϕ ◦T) = ν(ϕ). Consequently,
it suces to show that the dierence TΨ(µN )− µN (ϕ ◦T) converges to zero as N →∞, i.e.,
lim
N→∞
N∑
i=1
αNi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕ
 1
αNi
N∑
j=1
CNij uj
− ϕ(T(ui))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Since ϕ is Lipschitz, and
∑N
j=1 C
N
ij = α
N
i , it is sucient to show that
lim
N→∞
N∑
i,j
CNij |uj −T(ui)| = 0.
Note that
∑N
i,j C
N
ij |uj −T(ui)| = γOT,N (F ) with F (u, v) = |v − T(u)|. Since F p(u, v) . |v|p + |T(u)|p,
assumption (18) yields that lim supN γOT,N (F p) < ∞. Since γOT,N w−→ γ, the bound lim supN γOT,N (F p) < ∞
implies that the sequence γOT,N (F ) converges towards γ(F ). Since γ(F ) = 0, the conclusion follows.
5.3 Sequential Ensemble Transform
As in Section 3, consider a sequence {µi}Ki=0 of distributions that interpolates between a distribution µ0 and the
posterior distribution; for any index 1 ≤ k ≤ K we have that (dµk/dµk−1)(u) = (1/Zk) Ψk(u) for a µk−1-
integrable and continuous potential function Ψk : X → (0,∞). In this section, we assume the following.
Assumption 5.4. e sequence of probability distributions {µk}Kk=0 is such that:
1. for any 0 ≤ k ≤ K , the support of µk is bounded,
2. for any 1 ≤ k ≤ K , the pair of distributions (µk−1, µk) satises Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2.
Instead of constructing a sequence of particle approximations to the intermediate distributions µk through
importance sampling-resampling methods, consider the following approach that leverages optimal transport. Let
µN0 = (1/N)
∑N
i=0 δ(u
N
0,i) be an equally-weighted particle approximation of the initial distribution µ0. Dene the
equally weighted particle approximations µNk through the recursion formula
µNk =Mk ◦TΨk(µNk−1), (20)
whereMk is the operator associated to a µk-invariant Markov mutation kernel Mk .
eorem 5.5 (Consistency of the Sequential Ensemble Transport (SET) algorithm). Let {µk}Kk=0 be a sequence of
distributions that satises Assumption 5.4 and consider {uN0,i}Ni=1 ⊂ Rm such that
µN0 ≡
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(uN0,i)
w−→ µ0.
en, for any k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K , the sequence of equally weighted particle approximations µNk dened recursively through
Equation (20) weakly converges to µk almost surely.
Proof. One can proceed by induction. It suces to prove that ifµNk−1
w−→ µk−1 almost surely thenMk◦TΨk(µNk−1) ≡
µNk
w−→ µk almost surely. Under Assumption (5.4), the support of the distribution µk−1 is bounded: one can nd a
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bounded and continuous function Vk that dominates Ψk and invoke Proposition 3.1 to see thatBΨk(µNk−1)
w−→ µk
almost surely. Furthermore, under Assumption 5.4 the pair (µk−1, µk) satises Assumptions (5.1)-(5.2) as well as
Equation 18. eorem 5.3 thus shows that TΨk(µNk−1)
w−→ µk almost surely. Finally, since the Feller Markov process
Mk lets µk invariant, Lemma 3.2 yields thatMk ◦TΨk(µNk−1) w−→ µk almost surely.
As previously mentioned, one of the advantages of relying on optimal transportation instead of sampling-resampling
techniques is that, as illustrated in Section 6, the resulting algorithm is much less sensitive to the mixing properties
of the Markov mutation kernels Mk . Moreover, the adaptive tempering strategy described in Section 4 can straight-
forwardly be used within the SET method. In the next section, we compare the SET approach to more standard SMC
approaches.
6 Numerical Results
For PDE-constrained Bayesian inverse problems, the overall cost of the SET algorithm is dominated by PDE solves
[DHJ+03]. Indeed, we have found that, even with a number of particles N = O(104), the computational cost
of exactly solving the discrete optimal transportation problems [FC17] is negligible when compared to the cost of
computing the forwards solves. Consequently, in all the numerical simulations presented in this section, the recently
developed approximate, but more scalable, methods [GCPB16, Cut13] for computing discrete optimal transport are
not employed. To operate, the SET method requires O(K ×N × (p+ 1)) PDE-solves where K is the number of
intermediate temperatures and p is the number of Markov mutations per level. In this section, we adopt the method
described in Section 4 for automatically adapting the sequence of temperatures and the Markov mutation kernels.
We compare the SET approach to the state-of-the-art adaptive SMC approach of [KBJ14, BJKT15].
6.1 Gaussian toy example
Let µ0 be a centered and isotropic Gaussian distribution in RD . e target distribution µ is also centered, but with
covariance matrix Γ ∈ RD,D given by
Γi,j = σ
2 exp
{
− (j − i)
2
2 `2
}
for a variance parameter σ2 > 0 and length-scale parameter ` > 0. Note that the marginal variance of each
coordinate equals σ2 > 0. We have that
dµ
dµ0
(u) ∝ exp
{
−1
2
(
〈u,Γ−1u〉 − ‖u‖2
)}
.
We apply the (adaptive) SET and (adaptive) SMC methods with the same adaptation strategy: the temperature pa-
rameters are obtained adaptively as described in Section 4. We follow the approach of [KBJ14] for the adaptation
of the Markov mutation kernels. From the set of particles {uNi,k}Ni=1 approximating the distribution µk , one can
compute an empirical estimate mNk of the mean of µk , and an empirical estimate ΓNk of its covariance matrix. Since
estimating full-covariance matrices in high-dimensional seings from a small number of samples is unstable, simi-
larly to [KBJ14] we use a diagonal approximation with empirical marginal variances on the diagonal. Finally, we use
a Metropolis-Hastings Markov kernel with autoregressive proposals of the type
uˆNk,i = m
N
k + ρ
N
k
(
uNk,i −mNk
)
+
(
1− [ρNk ]2
)1/2N (0,ΓNk ). (21)
e scaling factor ρNk ∈ (0, 1) is also chosen adaptively. Values of ρNk close to one lead to conservative proposals
while values of ρNk close to zero are more likely to be rejected. Given two thresholds 0 < ξ− < ξ+ < 1, we adapt ρNk
based upon the acceptance rate of the Metropolis-Hastings proposals (21). Specically, we set ρNk+1 = min(1, 2 ρNk )
if the proportion of accepted proposals falls below ξ−; we set ρNk+1 = ρNk /2 if the proportion of accepted proposals
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is above ξ+; we set ρNk+1 = ρNk otherwise. In practice, we use ξ− = 15% and ξ+ = 85%. At each intermediate
temperature, we apply a xed number of times the Metropolis-Hastings Markov kernel described by proposal (21).
is is referred to as the number of mutations.
Figure 2: Dimension D = 20. RMSE of the mean of µ for the Optimal Transport (OT) and Sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) based approaches for dierent number of mutations at each intermediate temperature based on n = 50
independent runs.
Figure 2 shows the Root Means Square Error (RMSE) for the estimation of the mean of µ using the (adaptive)
SET approach and the (adaptive) SMC approach for dierent number of mutations at each intermediate temperature.
When no mutation are used, the SET approach outperforms the standard SMC method by an order of magnitude or
more. As the number of mutations increases, the SMC and SET methods perform roughly equivalently for estimating
the posterior mean.
Figure 3: Dimension D = 20. Estimation of the marginal variances for the Optimal Transport (OT) and Sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) based approaches for dierent number of mutations at each intermediate temperature. Results
are based on n = 50 independent runs. e quantity R(N), as dened in Equation (22), is reported.
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To investigate the quality of the uncertainty-quantication estimates, we consider the estimation of the marginal
variances. Recall that the posterior particle approximation reads (1/N)
∑N
i=1 δ(ui) where ui = (ui,1, . . . , ui,D) ∈
RD represents the i-th particle. We measure the discrepancy between the empirical and exact posterior variance
through the quantity R(N), the average of the ratios between empirical and exact marginal variances:
R(N) ≡ 1
D
D∑
d=1
σ̂2d(N)
σ2d
. (22)
e quantity σ̂2d(N) is the empirical estimate of the variance of the d-th coordinate obtained from the N ≥ 2
particles,
σ̂2d(N) ≡
1
N
N∑
i=1
u2i,d −
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
ui,d
)2
.
e quantity σ2d = µ(X2d) − µ(Xd)2 denotes the exact posterior variance of the d-th coordinate. e closer to one
the quantity R(N) is, the beer the uncertainty quantication. Values R(N)  1 indicate an underestimation of
the uncertainty. We have established in the previous sections that, under mild assumptions, R(N)→ 1 as N →∞.
Figure 3 displays the quantity R(N) in dierent seings. If no mutation at all is used at each temperature, the
SMC severely underestimate the uncertainty. Interestingly, even when no mutation is used, the SET method is able
to provide a reasonable uncertainty quantication. As expected, for both the SET and SMC approaches, the quality of
the uncertainty-quantication increases as the number of mutations per temperature is increased. e SET estimates
remain an order of magnitude more accurate even with ve mutations per temperature. e SET method is able to
produce a signicantly beer uncertainty-quantication than the adaptive SMC methodology. e SMC estimate
consistently under-estimates the uncertainty.
6.2 Non-linear PDE-constrained Bayesian inverse problem
In this section, we test the SET method for inference in a Bayesian inverse problem governed by a system of non-
linear PDEs. For an open and bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd and as previously mentioned in Section 2, consider the
elliptic PDE 
−∇ · (eu∇w) = 0 in Ω ⊂ Rd,
−eu∇w · n = Bi · w on ∂Ω \ ΓR,
−eu∇w · n = −1 on ΓR.
(23)
As described in Section 2, the posterior distribution is described by Equation (5). We perform comparisons in a d = 2
seing. e PDEs (23) are discretized with the nite element method and implemented using FEniCS [DHJ+03].
Figure 4 compares the (adaptive) SET method with the (adaptive) SMC approach and reports the relative L2-norm
of the error in estimating the posterior mean. We use a MCMC simulations ol length L = 106 using the DRAM
sampler [HLMS06] for approximating accurately the mean and covariance structure of the posterior distribution. A
uniform mesh is generated for a unit-square with 10 nodal points. e synthetic solution is a standard 2D sine wave,
the forward problem is governed by Equation 23 and prior covariance operator dened by Equation 4. e results
in Figure 4 show the error in estimating the posterior mean. Not surprisingly, each method improves as the number
of mutation steps is increased.
More importantly, Figure 5 shows the quality of the estimation of the uncertainty in the same seings: the metric
(22) is used. is gure indicates that, even without mutation, the SET method can produce a reasonable uncertainty-
quantication while the adaptive SMC methodology collapses (red dots in Figure 5). e SMC method consistently
under-estimate the uncertainty. In all seings considered, the estimations of the marginal variances is more than
two orders of magnitude worse than the ones produced by the SET methodology.
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Figure 4: Estimation of the posterior mean for inverse problem governed by Equation (23). Results are based on
n = 50 independent runs.
Figure 5: Estimation of the posterior marginal variances for model (23). Results are based on n = 50 independent
runs. e quantity R(N), as dened in Equation (22), is reported.
7 Conclusions
We have introduced the SET method, an optimal-transport based approach for performing inference in high-dimensional
Bayesian inverse problems. e SET methodology is, under mild assumptions, provably consistent in the large-
particle regime. Our numerical simulations indicate that, in complex high-dimensional scenarios such as PDE-
constrained Bayesian inverse problems where it is typically dicult to design ecient Markov mutation kernels,
the SET method performs favourably when compared to other particle-based approaches such as modern adaptive
SMC methodologies.
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